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ABSTRACT

The mesoscale vertical velocity is obtained by solving a generalized omega equation (� equation) using
density and horizontal velocity data from three consecutive quasi-synoptic high-resolution surveys in the
Alboran Sea. The Atlantic Jet (AJ) and the northern part of the Western Alboran Gyre (WAG) were
observed as a large density anticyclonic front extending down to 200–230 m. The horizontal velocity uh in
the AJ reached maxima of 1.2 m s�1 for the three surveys, with extreme Rossby numbers of �/f � �0.9 in
the WAG and �0.9 in the AJ (where � is the vertical vorticity and f is the Coriolis parameter). The
generalized � equation includes the ageostrophic horizontal flow. It is found that the most important
“forcing” term in this equation is ( f �ph � �h�) · �2

huh, where �ph is the horizontal (pseudo) vorticity and �
is the buoyancy. This term is related to the horizontal advection of vertical vorticity by the vertical shear
velocity, uhz · �h�. Extreme values of the diagnosed vertical velocity w were located at 80–100 m with
max{w} ⊂ [34, 45] and min{w} ⊂ [�64, �34] m day�1. Comparison with the quasigeostrophic (QG) �
equation shows that, because of the large Rossby numbers, non-QG terms are important. The differences
between w and the QG vertical velocity are mainly related to the divergence of the ageostrophic part of the
total Q vector (Qh � �huh · �h�) in the � equation.

1. Introduction

Mesoscale vertical motion in the ocean is typically
four orders of magnitude smaller than the mesoscale
horizontal velocity. This vertical velocity w is, however,
important in oligotrophic oceanic areas since it advects
upward cold waters rich in dissolved and particulate
matter from the bottom layer to the photic zone, con-
trolling the size structure of phytoplankton in the oce-
anic mesoscale. Obtaining direct measurements of w is,
because of its small magnitude, technically very difficult
and, consequently, indirect theoretical methods have
been conceived to estimate w. These methods were ini-
tially developed for atmospheric applications (Panofsky
1946; Sherman 1953) and later applied to the ocean
circulation (Bryden 1980; Leach 1987; Allen 1993;
Lindstrom and Watts 1994).

For synoptic-scale motions that are hydrostatic and
nearly geostrophic, one of the most successful methods
to obtain an approximative w is solving the quasigeo-

strophic (QG) � equation, for the QG vertical velocity
wq, which only requires the density field � (Gill 1982,
his chapter 12; Holton 1992, his section 6.4). The first
formulation of the QG � equation presented an unde-
sirable cancellation of terms (Trenberth 1978), which
lead to its reformulation (Hoskins et al. 1978) using
the divergence of the geostrophic Q vector Qg

h �
�hug

h · �h�, where ug
h is the horizontal geostrophic ve-

locity, � is buoyancy, and subscript h stands for the
horizontal component. More recently, Viúdez et al.
(1996c) explained that this cancellation of terms was a
result of having equated the local, instead of the mate-
rial, rates of change of the geostrophic differential vor-
ticity derived from the momentum and density conser-
vation equations, and they proposed a generalized �
equation in terms of the material rate of change of the
ageostrophic differential vorticity. It is an approxima-
tion to this generalized � equation that is solved here
including the experimental horizontal velocity. A semi-
geostrophic (SG) � equation, which includes the ageo-
strophic advection of ug

h was derived by Hoskins and
Draghici (1977). Other generalized forms of the �
equation involving density and horizontal velocity data
have been formulated by Davies-Jones (1991) and Xu
(1992).
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Both the QG and SG � equations have been applied
to estimate w in oceanic fronts, gyres, and baroclinic
waves. Values of wq of up to 40 m day�1 were found in
a strong front in the Sargasso Sea using a two-
dimensional version of the QG � equation (Pollard and
Regier 1992). The three-dimensional QG � equation
was solved using density data from the Alboran Sea,
resulting in maximum wq of about 10–20 m day�1 as-
sociated to small-scale meanders in the Atlantic Jet
(Viúdez et al. 1996a). Mesoscale features of the Cali-
fornia Current System gave rise to maxima wq of 40–45
m day�1 (Shearman et al. 1999, 2000). Horizontal ve-
locity [shipboard acoustic Doppler current profiler
(ADCP)] and SeaSoar conductivity–temperature–
depth (CTD) data were used by Allen and Smeed
(1996) to obtain the “absolute” geostrophic velocity
and to diagnose wq in the Iceland–Færœs front, obtain-
ing values of wq of up to 90 m day�1 (�30 m day�1)
associated to unstable meanders and eddies. In the
Azores front Rudnik (1996) found, using also CTD and
ADCP data, maxima wq of 	20 m day�1 at 200–300 m.

The accuracy of both QG and SG solutions has been
addressed using primitive equation (PE) numerical
models. Pinot et al. (1996) conducted PE simulations of
frontal instabilities and concluded that the SG � equa-
tion was the most useful method to estimate w from the
density field. Viúdez et al. (1996b), using a PE data-
assimilation technique to diagnose w in the Alboran
Sea, with flat bottom boundary conditions at 200 m,
found high correlation coefficients (	0.98) between wq

and the PE-diagnosed w. More recent PE simulations
(Viúdez and Dritschel 2004) revealed that both QG and
SG solutions underestimate (overestimate) w when the
potential vorticity is negative (positive). They also
found that, when the phase or propagation speed of
cyclones and anticyclones is large, as in the case of
dipolar vortices, wq may be more accurate than the SG
w. Based on these PE results and on the generalized �
equation in terms of the rate of change of ageostrophic
differential vorticity they proposed an approximate �
equation valid when both density and horizontal veloc-
ity fields are known. This is the � equation analyzed in
this work using experimental data.

In this paper we carry out a first analysis of the �
equation using experimental high-resolution horizon-
tal velocity (ADCP) and density (SeaSoar) data from
three consecutive surveys in the Alboran Sea. The
three surveys sampled the Atlantic Jet (AJ) and the
northern part of the Western Alboran Gyre (WAG).
Section 2 briefly describes the dataset and sampling
methods. In section 3 we include the derivation of the
generalized � equation (section 3a), the approxima-

tions involved in the � equation used (section 3b), the
analysis of the different terms in the � equation and the
vertical velocity obtained (section 3c), and the compari-
son with the QG vertical velocity wq (section 3d). Con-
cluding remarks are given in section 4.

FIG. 1. Horizontal distribution of potential density anomaly (
�)
at z � �100 m for the three consecutive surveys: (a) 1, (b) 2, and
(c) 3. Dots indicate the SeaSoar interpolated “stations.” Vertical
section V is referenced. Labels are in degrees. Contour interval 
� 0.2 kg m�3.
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2. Dataset

For a background description of the physical ocean-
ography of the Alboran Sea we refer to Parrilla and
Kinder (1987), and for a three-dimensional description
of the AJ and WAG to Viúdez et al. (1996a) and Viú-

dez and Haney (1997). An explanation of the upper
circulation in terms of the tendency of the AJ to acquire
negative curvature is given in Viúdez et al. (1998a), and
a recent Lagrangian description in García Lafuente and
Delgado (2004).

The dataset we have used were obtained during three
consecutive surveys from 30 September to 14 October
1996. Every survey was completed in approximately 3
days, sampling an area of about 100 � 80 km2. A Sea-
Soar mounted CTD and a vessel-mounted 150-kHz
RDI ADCP sampled, from west to east, 11 parallel
meridional legs, 10 km apart. The SeaSoar was towed
undulating from the surface (5 m) to 	350 m with an
along-track resolution of 4 km. The ADCP undulated
between 12 and 	328 m with an along-track resolution
of 2 km. The processed horizontal velocities were con-
figured in 80 levels with a vertical resolution of 4 dbar
(accuracy of 	1 cm s�1). The raw SeaSoar data were
averaged into 8-dbar bins. After filtering of outliers, the
dataset contained 238 SeaSoar and 352 current profiles.
Further details of the ADCP and SeaSoar calibration
and data processing are given in Allen et al. (1997).
Several recent studies have made use of this dataset in
the Alboran Sea addressing the balance of the horizon-
tal momentum in the AJ–WAG system (Viúdez et al.
2000); the three-dimensional ageostrophic circulation
(Gomis et al. 2001); the synopticity of the dataset
(Rixen et al. 2001b); and the surface distribution of
chlorophyll, particles, and gelbstoff (Ruíz et al. 2001).

For this study the SeaSoar vertical profiles were lin-
early interpolated every 4 m from 12 m down to 	256

FIG. 2. Horizontal distribution of uh at z � �100 m for the three
surveys. In this and subsequent horizontal vector distributions
only every other vector is plotted. Isolines indicate the speed |uh|
( � 10 cm s�1).

FIG. 3. Eastward velocity (u,  � 10 cm s�1, solid contour iso-
lines) on vertical section V for survey 1 (Fig. 1) and potential
density (
�,  � 0.2 kg m�3, dashed isolines). Dots indicate the
interpolation grid.
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m, which is the layer where the main thermohaline
front is located. Potential temperature, salinity, and
ADCP horizontal velocity components were then hori-
zontally interpolated onto a regular grid using a method
of successive corrections (Pedder 1989, 1993). This in-

terpolation procedure depends on a selected character-
istic scale (Ls) and operates as a low-pass filter for
wavelengths smaller than Ls. Consistently with previ-
ous studies (Viúdez et al. 1996a; Gomis et al. 2001) we
have used Ls � 20 km. The three-dimensional grid has
(nX, nY, nZ) � (41, 41, 61) nodes with grid sizes (X, Y,
Z) � (	2.9 km, 	2.3 km, 4 m).

FIG. 4. The dimensionless relative vorticity �/f for the three
surveys ( � 0.05, z � �100 m). Relative vorticity ranges from
�0.6f to �0.45f at this depth. The potential density anomaly 
�

(unlabeled continuous isolines) and contours of Q � 0 (dashed
isolines) are included.

FIG. 5. Term f�ph for the three surveys. Isolines indicate the
magnitude |f�ph| ( � 10�7 s�2, z � �100 m).
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a. Density field

The gridded potential density anomaly 
� was calcu-
lated from the gridded potential temperature and sa-
linity fields [computed following Bryden (1973) and
UNESCO (1981)]. The AJ–WAG interface appears as
an intense density front (Fig. 1), which separates the
denser old modified Atlantic water [MAW; here with

� ⊂ (27.2, 28.4)] in the northern part, from the lighter
recent MAW [
� ⊂ (26.1, 27.0)] in the south (Gascard
and Richez 1985). The density interface AJ–WAG has
a density anomaly interval 
 � (27.0, 27.2). In survey
1 (Fig. 1a) the AJ enters the Alboran Sea through the
Strait of Gibraltar and gently surrounds the northern
part of a well-developed WAG. In surveys 2 and 3
(Figs. 1b,c) the AJ impinges more directly on the core
of the WAG and some eastward gyre migration is ob-
served. Similar WAG migrations have been recently
confirmed from time series of thermal satellite imagery
during October–November 1996 (Viúdez et al. 1998a)
and October 1997 (Vargas-Yáñez et al. 2002).

b. Horizontal velocity

The horizontal velocity uh at z � �100 m reaches
maxima of 70, 60, and 70 cm s�1 in surveys 1, 2, and 3,
respectively (Fig. 2). This current extends down to
	200 m, where its vertical gradient becomes negligible.
In surveys 1 and 2 the circulation is mostly anticyclonic.
In survey 3, as a consequence of the WAG displace-
ment, the anticyclonic circulation is restrained to the
southeastern part. Weak cyclonic circulation is also
present in the northeast (36.33°N, �3.83°W) in survey 1

and in the northwest (36.17°N, �4.83°W) in survey 3
(Figs. 2a,c). Horizontal velocity maxima (larger than
110 cm s�1; Fig. 3) are located in the upper 30 m in the
northern WAG, with maximum vertical gradients at
about 100 m.

Comparison with the geostrophic velocity ug
h (refer-

enced to 256-m no-motion level; Viúdez et al. 2000)
revealed that, in the three surveys, the flow is generally
supergeostrophic (|uh| � |ug

h|), except at the core of the
WAG and in the southwestern corner in survey 3
(36.05°N, �4.67°W) where uh is subgeostrophic (|uh| �
|ug

h|).

c. Vertical vorticity

The scaled relative vorticity field, or Rossby number,
�/f (where � � �x � uy; subscripts x, y, and z mean the
partial derivative) at 100 m has minima of �0.6 located
at the core of the WAG (Fig. 4). In survey 1, two rela-
tive maxima, between 0.2 and 0.25, develop on both
sides of the AJ ridge, whereas in surveys 2 and 3, these
maxima are present with values of 0.45 and 0.4 in the
northwestern part of the gyre, coincident with the dif-
fluent isopycnals upstream the AJ ridge. The large me-
ridional velocity shear is related to the difference be-
tween the speed of the AJ and the slow waters in the
north (Viúdez et al. 1996a). The vertical vorticity � in
the AJ is larger in surveys 2 and 3 than in 1. This is
related to the increase of horizontal shear due to the
larger AJ velocities in the last two surveys. The core
and the surrounding ring of the WAG may be distin-
guished using the scalar invariant Q � (|�|2 � |S|2)/2,
where � � (�u � �uT)/2 and S � (�u � �uT)/2 are the

FIG. 6. Horizontal average of (a) |�|uh|/�z| and (b) |uh�Z| as a function of depth for the three surveys
(10�3 s�1; the average includes the grid points with |uh| � 5 cm s�1).
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antisymmetric and symmetric parts of the velocity gra-
dient tensor �u, respectively (Hunt et al. 1988). The
core is characterized by values Q � 0. For horizontal
flows this criterion is Q � det{�huh} � ux�y � uy�x �
�(ux)2 � �xuy � 0, which has been used to detect eddy
cores from satellite sea level anomaly in the western
Mediterranean (Isern-Fontanet et al. 2003). This ap-

proach based on Q is equivalent to the use of the kine-
matical vorticity number W � |�|/|S| (Truesdell 1953,
1954; Viúdez et al. 1998b analyzes W in the Alboran
Sea). The limit of the WAG core, via the Q criterion, is
approximately coincident with the contour of maximum
speed (Fig. 4). The small-scale cyclonic eddies referred
to in section 2b are also identified by the contour Q � 0.

FIG. 7. The horizontal buoyancy gradient �h� for the three
surveys. Isolines indicate the magnitude |�h�| (� � 10�7 s�2, z �
�100 m).

FIG. 8. Term f�ph � �h� for the three surveys. Isolines indicate
the magnitude with  � 10�7 s�2 (z � �100 m).
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3. Analysis of the � equation

a. The generalized � equation

For completeness and definition of the terms used
later we include a brief derivation of the generalized �
equation for inviscid, isentropic, and Boussinesq flow
on the f plane (Viúdez et al. 1996c). Vector components

here refer always to a Cartesian vector basis. Let ug
h �

��0 f�1k � �h� and u�h � uh � ug
h be the geostrophic

and ageostrophic horizontal velocities, respectively.
Above f � 2� sin�0 is the Coriolis parameter at the
mean latitude �0, �0 � 1/�0, where �0 is the mean den-
sity, � is the geopotential, and k is the unit vertical
vector. The horizontal momentum, volume conserva-
tion, density conservation, and thermal wind equations
are

duh�dt � f k � u�h � 0, �1�

� · u � 0, �2�

d��dt � 0, and �3�

f k � uhz
g � �h�, �4�

where � � �g�0 is the buoyancy, and g is the accelera-
tion due to gravity. The vertical component of the curl
of (1) yields the vertical vorticity equation:

d��dt � � f � ��wz � �ph · �hw, �5�

where �ph � k � uhz � ��zi � uzj is the horizontal
pseudovorticity. From (3) we obtain the rate of change
of �h�:

d�h��dt � ��huh · �h� � �z�hw. �6�

FIG. 9. The horizontal Laplacian �2
huh for the three surveys.

Isolines indicate the magnitude |�2
huh| ( � 4 � 10�10 m�1 s�1, z

� 100 m).

FIG. 10. Horizontal average of |�2
huh| as a function of depth for

the three surveys (10�10 m�1 s�1; the average includes the grid
points with |uh| � 5 cm s�1).
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The horizontal divergence of (6) yields the rate of
change of the differential geostrophic vorticity �g

z �
�f�1�2

h�,

d�z
g�dt � 2f�1��huh:�h��h�� � �hw · �h�z�

� f�1�� · �h
2u, �7�

where A:B � � �ijBij is the scalar “double dot” product
of two dyadics A � � �ijeiej and B � � Bijeiej. The �
equation is the equation for the rate of change of the
differential ageostrophic vorticity ��z � �z � �g

z, and is
obtained from (5) and (7):

d��z�dt � �f�1�h · �2Qh � �z�hw� � �f � ��wzz

� ��phz · �hw � ��ph · �h
2uh, �8�

where ��ph � k � u�h � ���zi � u�z j is the horizontal
ageostrophic pseudovorticity and

�h · Qh � �huh:�h��h�� � �h� · �h
2uh,

is the horizontal divergence of the horizontal fron-
togenetical vector, or generalized Q vector, Qh �
�huh · �h�.

b. Approximate � equation

Neglecting in (8), (i) the material rate of change of ��z,
(ii) terms ��phz · �hw and �h�z · �hw, and (iii) the hori-
zontal changes of �, so that �z�2

hw � �N2/f �2
hw, where

the squared background Brunt–Väisälä N2 � N
2(z) �

�g�0�z, the generalized � Eq. (8) is simplified (Viúdez
and Dritschel 2004) to

N2�h
2w � f�f � ��wzz � � f�ph � �h�� · �h

2uh

R1

� 2�huh:�h��h��

R2

, �9�

which can be solved for w assuming that both uh and �

are known. Terms R1 and R2 contain the second deriva-
tives of buoyancy and horizontal velocity, respectively.
An analysis of �g

phz � f�1�h�z and ��phz using the dataset
in the Alboran Sea showed that |��phz| � | f�1�h�z| , and
as a consequence �h�z · �hw in (8) can be neglected,
leading to the approximation �h · (�z�hw) � �z�2

hw.
Nevertheless, the term ��phz · �hw is still much smaller
than the largest terms in the rhs of (8)—for example,
2�h · Qh—and does not significantly contribute to the
resulting w (assumption ii above). Similarly, assump-
tion iii has been justified in a sensitivity test, which
showed that no significant differences in w are found
with regard to the choice of N2(x, y, z) or N

2(z) in the
lhs of (9).

In terms of the Q vector, Eq. (9) is rewritten as

N2�h
2w � f� f � ��wzz � 2�h · Qh � f��ph · �h

2uh. �10�

FIG. 11. Term (f�ph � �h�) · �2
huh for the three surveys ( � 2

� 10�16 m�1 s�3, z � �100 m).
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The QG � equation results as a particular case of (10)
when the ageostrophic horizontal velocity gradients are
neglected relative to the geostrophic ones (Qh → Qg

h,
��ph → 0), and |�| � |f|,

N2�h
2wq � f 2wzz

q � 2�h · Qh
g. �11�

The different “forcing” in Eqs. (10) and (11) is due to
the divergence of the ageostrophic vector Q�h and to the
term f��ph · �2

huh, both involving ageostrophic quantities.
Therefore, for largely ageostrophic flows where the QG
approximation fails, Eq. (9) is still valid.

Davies-Jones (1991) formulated a generalization of
the QG � equation similar to (11):

N2�h
2w � f 2wzz � 2�h · Q̂h, �12�

where the vector 2Q̂h � �huh · (f�ph � �h�) is com-
posed of the frontogenetical vector Qh, plus a vortex-
stretching vector f �huh · �ph. For comparison purposes
we have used above Q̂h instead of the original Q*h �
f�1Q̂h. Since, for any vector ah, we have �h · (�huh · ah)
� �huh:�hah � ah · �2

huh, Eqs. (9) and (12) differ in that
(12) has the additional term f �huh:�h��ph in the rhs, and
does not include f�wzz in the lhs. Vector Q̂h reduces to
Qg

h when horizontal and vertical velocity gradients are
geostrophic: �huh → �hug

h and f�ph → �h�.

c. Analysis of terms in the � equation

Next we carry out the analysis of the terms in the �
Eq. (9) for the three surveys in the Alboran Sea.

FIG. 12. Horizontal average of the absolute
value of (f�ph � �h�) · �2

huh (1), 2�huh:�h(�h�)
(2), N2�2

hw (3), and f(f � �)wzz(4) as a function
of depth for the three surveys (10�16 m�1 s�3;
the average includes grid points with |uh| � 5
cm s�1).
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1) PSEUDOVORTICITY

The horizontal pseudovorticity �ph can be equally in-
terpreted as the horizontal vorticity of the horizontal
three-dimensional flow, and as the anticlockwise rota-
tion of the vertical shear,

�ph � �� � uh�h � k � uhz � ���z, uz�. �13�

The magnitude of the pseudovorticity term in (9) f�ph

(Fig. 5) reached relative maxima of 9–10 (�10�7 s�2, at
z � �100 m) in surveys 1 and 2, and about 6–8 (�10�7

s�2) in survey 3, mainly located in the AJ. Relative
minima of 1–2 (�10�7 s�2) are found in the core of the
WAG and in the northern boundary of the AJ.

In the reference frame defined by the unit vectors
tangential and normal to the horizontal velocity, sh �
uh/|uh| and nh � k � uh, respectively, the vertical shear
may be decomposed into the streamwise and cross-
stream components,

uhz � |uh|zsh � |uh|�Znh, �14�

where |uh|z � sh · uhz is the vertical shear speed, and �Z

is the backing/veering of the horizontal current, |uh|�Z

� nh · uhz. The horizontally averaged profiles (Fig. 6)
show that the streamwise component �|�|uh|/�z| H (sub-
script H indicates horizontal average) dominates over
the crossstream component �|uh�Z| H, the latter being
approximately constant with depth. Thus, the vertical
shear uhz is dominantly in the same direction as uh, and
since �ph � k � uhz, the pseudovorticity is directed out
of the core of the WAG. We will see below that the �ph

term in (9) is related to the advection of vertical vor-
ticity by the vertical shear (uhz • �h�), which provides an
easy way to infer vertical motion from the horizontal
velocity field (or from the geopotential or density iso-
lines).

2) HORIZONTAL BUOYANCY GRADIENT

The horizontal buoyancy gradient or, equivalently,
the horizontal geostrophic pseudovorticity times f,

�h� � f�ph
g � fk � uhz

g , �15�

is shown in Fig. 7 at 100 m for the three surveys.
Maxima |�h�| of 5–7 (�10�7 s�2) are found in the AJ.
The vector �h� is, like �ph, directed out of the core of
the WAG, although its magnitude is smaller than |f�ph|
since, as we have mentioned above, the flow is mostly
supergeostrophic. Minima |�h�| are located in the core
of the WAG where isopycnals are flat.

3) TERM f�ph � �h�

Term f�ph � �h� has a spatial distribution (Fig. 8)
similar to the pseudovorticity term, which implies that
|f�ph| predominates over |�h�|. Vectors �h� and f�ph are
approximately in the same direction. Maxima of |f�ph �
�h�| occurs at about 100–110 m, the approximate depth
at which |uhz| reaches maximum values. At 100 m, maxi-
mum values of |f�ph � �h�| are 16, 15, and 14 (�10�7

s�2) in surveys 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The component
of this term in the direction of "2

huh (analyzed next) is
the most important term in the � Eq. (9).

FIG. 13. Horizontal average of (a) |2f�|uh|/�zsh · �h�| and (b) |2fuh�Znh · �h�| as a function of depth for
the three surveys (10�16 m s�1; the average includes the grid points with |uh| � 5 cm s�1).
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4) LAPLACIAN OF uh

The Laplacian of the horizontal velocity, �2
huh, may

be decomposed as

�h
2uh � k � �h� � �h��h · uh� � k � �h� � �hwz

� k � �h�. �16�

Thus, neglecting �hwz, the Laplacian �2
huh can be in-

terpreted as an anticlockwise rotation of �h�. Conse-
quently, the vector �2

huh (Fig. 9) is approximately di-
rected opposite to uh, and its extrema coincide with the
extrema of �.

Relative minima of �2
huh reaching 6–8 (�10�10 m�1

s�1) in the three surveys, are located in the core of the
WAG and in the northern boundary of the AJ, approxi-
mately above the isopycnal 
� � 28.2. In survey 1, when
the AJ–WAG system was well developed, absolute
maximum values of 24 (�10�10 m�1 s�1) are found in
the northern part of the WAG (Fig. 9), associated with
the large gradients of � (line Q � 0 in Fig. 4). In surveys
2 and 3, the absolute maxima (28 and 44 � 10�10 m�1

s�1, respectively) are shifted westward, because of the
fast AJ inflow that increases the horizontal gradient of
�. This enhancement of � in the upper layer in surveys
2 and 3 is also identified by the high values of the hori-
zontally averaged �2

huh (Fig. 10). An analysis of the
errors in the field �2

huh is given in the appendix. The
Laplacian of the geostrophic velocity �2

hug
h (not shown)

exhibited important differences relative to �2
huh, so that

non-QG effects in � are expected to emerge through
this term in the solution of the � Eq. (9).

5) TERM (f�ph � �h�) · �2
huh

From (13) and (15) the term (f�ph � �h�) · �2
huh [R1

in (9)] can be approximately expressed as the scalar
product of 2fuhz with �h�,

�f�ph � �h�� · �h
2uh � �2f�ph � f��ph� · �h

2uh

� 2f�k � uhz� · �k � �h��

� 2fuhz · �h�, �17�

and interpreted as the spatial change of � in the direc-
tion of uhz (times 2f |uhz|). To the same degree of ap-
proximation it may be interpreted also as 2fug

hz · �h�.
Absolute maxima of R1 (Fig. 11) reach 32 (�10�16

m�1 s�3) in survey 3 because of the large values of f�ph

� �h� (Fig. 8) and the absolute maxima of �2
huh (Fig.

9). Horizontally averaged values of R1 are given in Fig.
12. This term is the most important one in the � Eq. (9),
reaching in survey 3 the largest average value of 8
(�10�16 m�1 s�3) at 80–90 m.

Using (14), term uhz · �h� in (17) can be decomposed
into two contributions from the streamwise and cross-
stream vertical shear,

uhz · �h� � |uh|zsh · �h� � |uh|�Znh · �h�. �18�

Both average streamwise and cross-stream quantities,
�|�|uh|/�zsh · ��| H and �|uh�Znh · �h�| H, contribute

FIG. 14. Term 2�huh: �h(�h�) for the three surveys ( � 2 �
10�16 m�1 s�3, z � �100 m).
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equally to �|uhz · �h�| H (Fig. 13) despite the fact that, as
we have shown before, �|�|uh|/�z| H is larger than
�|uh�Z| H (Fig. 6). This is because the cross-stream gra-
dients of � are larger than the streamwise gradients in
the AJ–WAG system.

In the advective (non–Q vector) generalized � equa-
tion (Pauley and Nieman 1992), and in a similar way in
its QG analog, the forcing of w is interpreted in terms

of �2
h(uh • �h�) plus (uh · �h�)z, which apparently re-

lates w with the advection of � by the total current.
Despite the well-known cancellation of the term
uh · �h�

g
z, this advective interpretation correctly pre-

dicts downward (upward) motion upstream (down-
stream) of geopotential troughs (and the opposite for
geopotential ridges). Relation (17), together with the

FIG. 15. Term 2�huh:�h(�h�) � (f�ph � �h�) · �2
huh for the

three surveys ( � 2 � 10�16 m�1 s�3, z � �100 m).
FIG. 16. Vertical velocity w ( � 5 � 10�5 m s�1, z � �100 m)

and potential density anomaly (
�, continuous unlabeled isolines)
for the three surveys.
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importance of this term, suggests that the success of the
advective interpretation is based on the advection of �,
not by the total current uh, but by the shear, or differ-
ential current uhz.

6) TERM 2�huh:�h("h�)

The term 2�huh:�h(�h�) [R2 in (9)] may be inter-
preted as a measure of the correlation between the spa-

tial changes of uh and �h�. This term (Fig. 14) reaches
maximum values of 4–6 (�10�16 m�1 s�3). Minima
reach �8 (�10�16 m�1 s�3) in surveys 1 and 2, whereas
the largest negative values (smaller than �12 � 10�16

m�1 s�3) are found in survey 3. The extrema are located
on the western part of the density front, where the AJ
impinges on the WAG. Term R2 is smaller than R1 (Fig.
11), though both terms are of the same order of mag-

FIG. 17. The QG vertical velocity w q ( � 5 � 10�5 m s�1, z �
�100 m) and 
� (continuous unlabeled isolines) for the three
surveys.

FIG. 18. The difference w � w q for the three surveys ( � 5 �
10�5 m s�1, z � 100 m).
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nitude. On average, R2 is 1/3–1/4 of R1 (Fig. 12),
the latter term being largely responsible for the rhs
of (9).

7) THE RHS OF THE � EQ. (9)

Term R1 � R2 (Fig. 15) is broadly similar to R1 (Fig.
11) having smaller, but noticeable, differences due to
R2 (Fig. 14). Absolute maxima reached 32 (�10�16 m�1

s�3, survey 3, in the western part of the AJ), and
minima �16 (�10�16 m�1 s�3, survey 2, located where
the AJ impinges on the WAG).

Having analyzed the distributions of the forcing
terms in the rhs of the � Eq. (9), we next obtain w and
describe the relative importance of the terms in the lhs.

8) THE VERTICAL VELOCITY w AND TERMS IN THE

LHS OF THE � EQUATION

The elliptic, linear, with nonconstant coefficients,
partial differential Eq. (9) was solved, with zero Di-
richlet boundary conditions, using an iterative relax-
ation method (e.g., William et al. 1993, their chapter
17). The vertical velocity w (Fig. 16) is of O(10�4)
m s�1; that is, it is four orders of magnitude smaller
than |uh|, with extrema at a depth of 70–100 m.

An upwelling region develops over the southwestern
part of the WAG, with maxima of 35, 45, and 30 (�10�5

m s�1) in surveys 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These
changes in w seem to be associated to the southward
displacement of the AJ. Another upwelling region is

FIG. 19. The horizontally averaged rms difference between w q and w as a function of depth for the
three surveys: (a) [n�1 �i,j (wi,j � wq

i,j)
2]1/2 (10�5 m s�1, where n � 41 � 41 � 61 is the number of data

points); (b) �w q/w H; (c), (d) as in (a) and (b), respectively, but for the vertical velocity resulting from
including 2�h · Q�h on the rhs of the QG � Eq. (11).
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located downstream the AJ ridge, reaching maxima of
30, 15, and 35 (�10�5 m s�1) in surveys 1, 2, 3, respec-
tively. Downwelling occurs upstream the trough of the
AJ, where it impinges on the WAG, and downstream
the AJ ridge (absent in survey 3). The largest down-
welling velocities, obtained in survey 3, are of �70
(�10�5 m s�1).

The two terms in the lhs of (9), N2�2
hw and f( f �

�)wzz (not shown) have a similar distribution and are of
the same order of magnitude [O(10�16 m�1 s�3)]. On
average f( f � �)wzz is larger than N2�2

hw (Fig. 12).
Upwelling favors primary production in the photic

layer, which can be detected in in situ fluorescence
measurements (primary production). High values of
chlorophyll fluorescence found in the northern and
western Alboran Sea (Ruíz et al. 2001) probably indi-

cate mesoscale upward motion, which in turn partially
explains the fertilization in the northern and western
part of the WAG. Other important processes affecting
primary production in the western Alboran Sea are the
advection of high productivity waters from the large
scale coastal upwelling due to the effect of the AJ cur-
vature and wind stress (Minas et al. 1991; Baldacci et al.
2001), as well as the time interval (approximately 1
week) needed by the microorganisms to transform the
nutrients in new biomass detectable by fluorescence.

d. Comparison with the QG theory

The QG vertical velocity wq, obtained from (11), is
consistent with the pattern of a developing baroclinic
meander (e.g., Holton 1992, his section 6.4), where up-
welling occurs between trough and ridge, and down-

FIG. 20. Horizontal average of the absolute
value of 2�h · Q�h (1), f��ph · �2

huh (2), and f�wzz

(3) as a function of depth for the three surveys
(10�16 m�1 s�3; the average includes grid points
with |uh| � 5 cm s�1).
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welling between ridge and trough of the geopotential
contours. Extreme values of wq reaching 45, 50, and 45
(�10�5 m s�1)—surveys 1, 2, and 3, respectively—are
located where the flow changes curvature and the geo-
strophic speed is maximum. The distribution of wq in
survey 1 (Fig. 17a) agrees with that obtained by Viúdez
et al. (2000) and Gomis et al. (2001). Similar results
were found in the California Current System with
maxima of O(40 m day�1), associated to mesoscale fea-
tures with � ⊂ [�0.4f, 0.6f ] at 100 m (Shearman et al.
1999).

The difference w � wq (Fig. 18) reaches absolute
extrema of 50, 40, and 50 (�10�5 m s�1) in surveys 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. This difference is of the same order
of magnitude as w (Fig. 16). The root-mean-square
(rms) difference between w and wq (Fig. 19a) reaches
maxima of about 17 (�10�5 m s�1) at 90–100 m for the
three surveys. The horizontally averaged ratio �wq/w H

(Fig. 19b) is always larger than 1 except for survey 3.
The difference between the QG Eq. (11) and the

generalized � equation in terms of the Q vector (10)
lies in the divergence of the ageostrophic vector Q�h, the
term f��ph · �2

huh, and in the term f�wzz, being the first
term larger than the two latter for the three surveys
(Fig. 20). The importance of the horizontal divergence
of the ageostrophic vector Q�h agrees with the results in
Viúdez and Dritschel (2004) for flows having both posi-
tive and negative vorticity. The horizontal distributions
of the total Qh and geostrophic Qg

h at 100 m for survey
2 (Fig. 21) shown significant differences in magnitude
and direction, and as a consequence the ageostrophic
vector Q�h is important in the diagnosis of the mesoscale
vertical velocity. The rms difference between w and the
vertical velocity obtained from adding the term
2�h · Q�h to the rhs of (11) (Figs. 19a,c) is significantly
smaller with the maximum shifted up in the water col-
umn (50–80 m). This shift is due to the fact that

2�h · Q�h reaches maximum values in the surface layers.
The horizontal distribution of 2�h · Q�h (Fig. 22) is of
opposite sign to 2�h · Qg

h (not shown). Thus, the addi-
tion of the term 2�h · Q�h reduces the divergence of Qg

h

and consequently reduces the magnitude of the vertical
velocity (Fig. 19d). This reduction may be also inferred
from the similarity between 2�h · Q�h (Fig. 22) and w �
wq (Fig. 18). The average of �2�h · Q�h H reaches maxi-
mum values larger than 8 � 10�16 m�1 s�3 in the upper
50 m in survey 1 (Fig. 20).

4. Concluding remarks

In this paper we have diagnosed the mesoscale ver-
tical velocity using density and horizontal velocity data
from three consecutive quasi-synoptic, high-resolution
surveys in the Alboran Sea. The diagnosis implies solv-
ing a generalized � equation, proposed in Viúdez and
Dritschel (2004) and solved here for the first time,
which includes both density and horizontal velocity.
The data analysis suggests a new interpretation of the
pattern of vertical velocity based on the horizontal ad-
vection by the vertical shear velocity of the vertical
component of vorticity. A similar “forcing” term, de-
rived from the difference between the horizontal diver-
gence at two levels, was used by Sutcliffe (1947) to
obtain upward motion in the atmosphere.

Important differences have been found with respect
to the QG approximation. These differences seem to be
related to the large ageostrophic flow in the upper
Alboran Sea, which may reach Rossby numbers of 0.9
at the surface. In terms of the Q-vector form of the �
equation, these differences are partially accounted for
by including the ageostrophic part of the Q vector. The
total Q vector may significantly differ from its geo-
strophic counterpart.

Though more experimental studies are needed to

FIG. 21. The total (a) Qh and geostrophic (b) Qg
h for the survey 2. Isolines indicate the magnitude |Qh| and

|Qg
h| ( � 10 � 10�13 s�3, z � �100 m).
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corroborate the generality of these results, we conclude
that estimates of the mesoscale vertical velocity can be
improved beyond the QG approximation, and in par-
ticular for large ageostrophic flows, solving a general-
ized � equation as long as regular, accurate, and syn-
optic horizontal velocity and density data are available.
Thus, the results suggest that the method of obtaining
the vertical velocity from density and horizontal veloc-

ity is practical depending on the quality of the horizon-
tal velocity data. For this purpose, the quality of the
horizontal velocity data may be estimated from the
magnitude of its horizontal divergence.
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APPENDIX

Error Estimates in �2
huh

The accuracy in the vertical velocity obtained from
the � equations depends on the theoretical approxima-
tions (Snyder et al. 1991; Pedder and Thorpe 1999;
Naveira Garabato et al. 2001), the presence of inertia-
gravity waves (Viúdez and Dritschel 2003, 2004) and
tides (Naveira Garabato et al. 2001), the degree of syn-
opticity of the experimental data (Viúdez et al. 2000;
Rixen et al. 2001a,b; Rixen and Beckers 2002), and the
interpolation method (Tintoré et al. 1991; Gomis et al.
2001), as well as the instrumental errors.

A measure of the combined effect of these errors is
the horizontal divergence �h · uh. Although the actual

FIG. 22. Term 2�h · Q�h for the three surveys ( � 2 � 10�16

m�1 s�3, z � �100 m).

FIG. A1. The horizontally averaged relative error �#r H as a
function of depth for the three surveys.
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flow preserves the volume (� · u � 0), unrealistically
large values of w are obtained when the experimental
and interpolated uh is used in the volume conservation
equation wz � ��h · uh to derive the vertical velocity.
We take, therefore, # � �h · uh as a measure of the total
error, including the lack of synopticity, as well as inter-
polation, and instrumental errors. Adding random er-
rors to the ADCP velocity is not a very useful approach
to validate the robustness of the results because the
interpolation procedure will filter these high-wave-
number components. To relate # to the error in �2

huh we
use the vector identity

�h��h · uh� � �h
2uh � �h � ��h � uh�,

so that the error associated to |�2
huh| is |�h#| . The rela-

tive error is

�r � |�h�|�|�h
2uh|.

The horizontally averaged relative error �#r H (Fig. A1)
is smaller than 1 in the three surveys. Minima (0.25)
occur in the upper 150 m in surveys 1 and 2, while in the
upper 150 m, the maximum (0.5) occurs at about 80 m
in survey 3. This error is probably due to the local
acceleration, or time variability, of the horizontal cur-
rent �uh/�t, which is expected to be larger in survey 3.
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